
 

    

 

PIT Crew Minutes 

Friday, March 29, 2019                 8:15 – 9:45 am   Morris Conference A 

Name Present 
Jennifer Zellet X 
James Houpis  
Al Alt  
Flerida Arias  X 
Curtis Martin X 
Rob Stevenson  X 
Alicia Arceo  
Ashley Griffith  
Hans Hauselmann X 
Jenni Abbott  
Kayla Ramirez X 
Laura Maki  
Letitia Senechal  
Manny Walsh, recorder X 
Megan Lee X 
Nancy Carranza X 
Patrick Bettencourt X 
Santiago Uvina  
Shelley Circle X 
Tiffnie-Ann Versola  
Tina Giron X 
Guests:  
Bryan Marks  

  



 

 

1. Welcome and Check In 
Meeting began at 8:21 a.m.  Jennifer asked student representatives Kayla and Nancy how things 
were going at this stage of the semester.  They both replied all is fine.   
 

2. Scale of Adoption Self-Assessment Revise for CAGP 6 and the State Chancellors’ Office  
Jennifer thanked the team for their past, present, and future work.  The focus will now be to 
incorporate equity.  Flerida reported that she is in the middle of writing the equity grant that 
ties in with pathways, so it will all mesh.  She plans to have a Hobson’s Starfish training in the 
summer plus a video shown during institute day.  Jennifer reported the fall work put on hold 
due to the wildfires and faculty labor negotiations will bump up, along with spring work, to 
spring and summer.   Rob Johnstone and some of the people from CCRC will make a technical 
visit to educate the district on what it means to them and the types of decisions the college can 
make versus the district.  MJC cannot wait for Columbia, as they are two years behind in 
implementing pathways, but can share core commonalities.  Tina suggested having information 
technology present at the meeting as well.  Curtis mentioned he would like MJC’s focus to be on 
both the quality of education and equity.   
 
The group began working on the homework.  The initial version is due April 30 and the NOVA 
entry by September 30.  Jennifer would like to adhere to the timeline, to which the team 
agreed.  This will allow time for senate and president approval prior to its final due date.  A 
discussion ensued on the need for clarification of the flexible fifteens, promoting the pathways 
design to MJC’s wide audience, assessing PLOs, and possibly having a summit with area high 
school counselors and the Modesto City Schools superintendent.   
 
Patrick reviewed how Ad Astra interfaces with Hobsons Starfish.  The goal will be to have 
student Comprehensive Educational Plans (CEPs) be the basis for scheduling classes.  From a 
student’s perspective, Kayla believes it will prove helpful to know what classes are available at a 
particular time of day instead of having to go through all of them one by one.   Patrick requested 
pilot program maps for Ad Astra to begin with, which they do not need to receive at once.  Rob 
will forward a few for him to pass on. 
 
As time was running short, the group reviewed a few of the more pertinent questions.  The 
steering committee will schedule a meeting to continue the work and email the results to the 
remaining members for review and input.   
 
Parking lot:  pathways summit, assessing PLOs    

 
3. Identify Items for the April 5th PIT Crew Meeting 

No items identified. 
 

4. Check Out 
Meeting ended at 10:55 am. 
 


